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Prtivities during the subject reporting period were con-
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 derned with preliminary analysis of the SL/4-5192 data, cali-cz
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c a m 	 bration of the thermal data obtained by the Michigan Scanner
over Lake Monroe durin g the SL2 mission, and final preparation
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of tY: cost-extension proposal.
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(A) Overall Status
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The cost-extension proposal was submitted to the Purdue
r:F c Contract Office and it is our understanding that NASA's Contract
Office has received the proposal. The only data that is needed
ti x,.
ca-r now to -omplete our contract requirements are the re-processed
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SL/2 S192 data over Lake Monroe.
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No recommendations are being made this reporting period.
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Q °	 (C) Expected Accomplishments
c Analysis will continue on the SL/4 5192 data and the SL/92
w
k S191 data.
c (D) Results
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The SL/4 5192 data over northern Indiana looks good. 	 The
w	 thermaJ band 'looks very encouraging. The preliminary analysis
indicates	 o far that it will be 1ifficult to distinguish some
land-use classes because of the lack of vegetation. 	 Preliminary
analysis of the thermal band in particular indicates thELt there
appears to be a correlation of the "hot spots" in the data over
the Ft. hayne, Indiana area and it's industrial centers.
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(E) Travel Summary and PlansP
No travel was made during the subject reporting period, nor
are there any plans of any in the immediate future.
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